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Phonalyze Network Diagram 
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Information Required for Adding Patient - Phonalyze 
 
Patient Fields 
The following fields are used to add a patient within Phonalyze: 

- First name  
- Last Name 
- Date of birth 
- Email (optional) 
- Phone number 
- Gender 

 
Patient Information Encryption 
All patient information stored within the Phonalyze database is encrypted using the node.js crytpo AES 
algorithm with a secret key stored securely. No patient information is identifiable through database 
access.  Database access is available for application server only. 
 
Internet Transmission of Patient Information 
No identifiable patient information is transmitted over the internet.  Therapist view of patient information is 
through authenticated login to Phonalyze and transported over SSL only. 
 
Patients completing tasks (either voice or perceptual tasks) receive a URL to participate in the session 
created/invited by the therapist. The URL the patient receives includes an encrypted Session ID number 
with no patient identifiable information to access and complete the session.  All patient responses are 
encrypted and transported to the Phonalyze server over SSL with association to the encrypted Session ID 
and does not include any patient identifiable information. 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Screenshot from Phonalyze – add patient screen 

View of stored patient information within Phonalyze database 
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Phonalyze Technologies 
 
Operating System 

- Linux Ubuntu – server OS  
 
Application Server 

- Node.js API and application server 
 
Programming Languages 

- Java 
- Javascript 
- Angular framework 
- Python 

 
Applications 

- Ionic/Angular PWA (progressive web app) for therapist access 
- Ionic/Angular PWA (progressive web app) for patient access 
- Python PRAAT server for statistical analysis 
- MySQL database with nightly backup 
- Cloudinary CDN – used for audio file storage and access – tied to Session ID with no patient 

information stored or accessible through CDN; all patient audio data is removed when patient is 
deleted or therapist account with Phonalyze is disabled. 

- Twillio – SMS messaging with Session ID encrypted in URL for patients to access therapist-
created voice and perceptual sessions 

- SendGrid by Twillio – email server for therapist OTP authentication communication and post-
session statistical reports (reports contain statistical analysis of audio tied to a Session ID. No 
patient identifiable information is contained within emailed reports) 

 
Phonalyze Security 

- Port 443 (SSL) is the only port open through the Phonalyze application firewall to the server.  No 
other ports are open. 

- Port 22 (SSH) access to the Phonalyze server is through dedicated IP whitelist through the 
Gateway server 

- Linux server is only accessible through privileged access through the Gateway server 
- The Phonalyze application is installed on the Linux server using non-root user 
- API access is only accessible via SSL and with appropriate API authorizations 
- Database server is only accessible to the application server 
- Linux passwords are “strong” and expire every 45 days and cannot be the same as the past six 

passwords used 
- All patient information stored within the MySQL database is encrypted using node.js crypto plugin 

using AES algorithm 
- No patient identifiable information is stored in system files 
- Communication to and from patients is tied to an encrypted session ID within the URL with no 

patient identifiable information within the URL.  
- The Phonalyze database is backed up nightly  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Phonalyze is created by Cognizn LLC.  Please contact arjun@cognizn with any questions or inquiries regarding Phonalyze. 


